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Correlation differences in heartbeat fluctuations during rest and exercise
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We study the heartbeat activity of healthy individuals at rest and during exercise. We focus on correlation
properties of the intervals formed by successive peaks in the pulse wave and find significant scaling differences
between rest and exercise. For exercise the interval series is anticorrelated at short-time scales and correlated
at intermediate-time scales, while for rest we observe the opposite crossover pattern—from strong correlations
in the short-time regime to weaker correlations at larger scales. We also suggest a physiologically motivated
stochastic scenario to provide an intuitive explanation of the scaling differences between rest and exercise.
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One of the important questions in the analysis of comp
physiological time series is how such series reflect the
namical properties associated with the underlying con
mechanism@1,2#. Recently, it was found, e.g., that the flu
tuations of the heart interbeat intervals reveal long-ra
power-law correlations@3# and follow scale-invariant struc
ture@4# which may be useful for diagnosis and prognosis@5#.
Here we study the correlation~scaling! properties of heart-
beat dynamics as reflected by the pulse wave measured
the finger@6,7#.

Previous studies of interbeat interval series have focu
primarily on long records of at least several hours@8,9#,
which include periods of rest as well as periods of a m
intensive physical activity. However, heartbeat dynamics
change dramatically with physical activity. Thus, importa
differences in cardiac regulation associated with rest and
ercise may not be clearly seen when analyzing records w
mix together rest and exercise regimes. Here we consider
and exercise activitiesseparately. We focus on the correla
tions in the interpulse interval~IPI! series derived from the
pulse wave signal during rest and exercise@Fig. 1~a!#. By
studying the changes in the correlation properties we wis
achieve a better understanding of the physiological mec
nism that regulates heartbeat dynamics at rest and du
physical exercise.

We analyze 21 records from healthy subjects. Each rec
includes four different stages of physical activity denoted
rest 1, exercise 1, rest 2andexercise 2@Fig. 1~b!#. At the first
stage~rest 1! we measure the IPI under normal rest con
tions. At the next stage~exercise 1! subjects are asked to ru
on a treadmill. After a shortrecovery, during which subjects
sit down to recover their heart rate, a new rest-exercise
sode~denoted asrest 2andexercise 2! is followed.

To study the correlation properties of the IPI serie
we use the detrended fluctuation analysis~DFA! @10# which
is a method developed to avoid spurious detection of co
lations that are artifacts of trends related to nonstationa
The DFA procedure consists of the following steps. W
first integrate the IPI series$ui% to construct the profile
Y(k)5( i 51

k (ui2^u&), where ^u& is the series average
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Next, we divide the integrated seriesY(k) into equal non-
overlapping windows of sizen and find the local trend in
each window by a least-squares polynomial fit. The orde
the polynomial fit specifies the order of the DFA@11,12#.
Then we calculate the average of the square distances ar
the local trend. This procedure is repeated to obtain the
mean square fluctuation functionF(n) for different window
sizesn. A power-law relationF(n);na indicates the pres-
ence of scaling in the series. According to random w
theory, the scaling exponenta is related to the autocorrela

FIG. 1. ~a! A typical example of a pulse wave measured as
function of time. As in the case of the electrocardiogram sig
where interbeat interval fluctuations are studied~see, e.g., Ref.@8#!,
we analyze the interpulse intervals~IPIs! between successive peak
in the pulse wave.~b! IPI series obtained from the pulse wav
signal shown in~a!. Each record includes two rest and two exerc
stages. The duration of each stage varies from subject to subjec
is between 6 and 10 min.~c! Sign series obtained from the incre
ments in the interpulse intervals during rest and~d! during exercise.
Note that the sign series of the exercise regime exhibits more
quent alternations~stronger anticorrelated behavior! compared to
rest.
©2002 The American Physical Society02-1
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tion function exponentg @C(n);n2g when 0,g,1] and
to the power spectrum exponentb „S( f );1/f b

… by a51
2g/25(b11)/2 @13#. The valuea50.5 indicates that there
are no ~or finite-range! correlations in the data. Whena
,0.5 the series isanticorrelated, meaning that large value
are most probable to be followed by small values. Whena
.0.5 the series iscorrelated, meaning that large values ar
most probable to be followed by large values. The higher
a is, the stronger are the correlations in the signal.

We also study the correlation properties of the s
series, sgn(Dui) @14#, derived from the IPI increment
Dui5ui 112ui @15#. The simplicity of the sign series ma
allow easier interpretation of the results. Figs. 1~c! and 1~d!
show representative examples of sign series obtained f
rest and exercise stages, respectively. For exercise, the
of IPI increments tend to alternate rapidly, indicating a stro
anticorrelated behavior. At rest stage, on the other hand,
signs alternate every several points, and thus this dynam
may be characterized by a randomlike behavior at sm
scales.

Due to the fact that during exercise the IPI series exhi
strong short-range anticorrelations, we first integrate the
series for all rest and exercise episodes~in addition to the
integration builtin the DFA method!, to avoid inaccurate es
timation of the scaling exponents for exercise segments.
cause of the apparent linear decrease of the IPI during
exercise stage@Fig. 1~b!#, the extra integration introduces
parabolic trend. To eliminate the effect of this parabolic tre
in the exercise stage, we perform third order DFA@16# on the
integratedIPI series. The integration procedure is not nec
sary for evaluatinga for the rest episodes, since they exhib
correlated behavior@17#.

In Fig. 2~a! we present the fluctuation functionF(n) of

FIG. 2. Fluctuation functionF(n) as a function of time scalen
~in pulse number! for rest (D) and exercise (s) stages of a typical
healthy subject for~a! the original IPI series and~b! the sign series
of the IPI increments. For all records we observe a crossover
tween two different regimes of correlations. The dashed lines in
cate the boundaries of these regimes in which short-range sc
exponentsa1 and intermediate exponentsa2 have been calculated
Note the different crossover patterns for rest (a1.a2) and exercise
(a1,a2) stages.
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the integrated IPI series@18# for rest and exercise segmen
of a typical subject. For all 21 individuals we observe
characteristic crossover aroundn'20, where there is a
change in the correlation behavior between short- a
intermediate-scales regimes. We denote the scaling expo
of the short-range regime asa1 ~estimated for scales 8<n
<14) and the scaling exponent of the intermediate regime
a2 ~estimated for 30<n<300) @19#. The type of crossover is
different for rest and exercise: for the resta1.a2, while for
the exercisea1,a2. The fluctuation functions for rest an
exercise stages construct a ‘‘fish’’-like pattern~Fig. 2!.

We apply a similar scaling analysis to sign series deriv
from rest and exercise segments of the IPI series@Fig. 2~b!#.
The sign series do not have any global trend, thus, in
case it is enough to use second order DFA. For sign se
we calculate the short-range scaling exponenta1 in the
range 6<n<12 and intermediate exponenta2 in the range
20<n<60 @20#.

We obtain a very good separation between rest and e
cise for the original and sign series in both the short-ran
and the intermediate-range regimes~see Fig. 3 and Table I!.
Thep valuesfor the original and sign series~obtained by the
paired samples student’st test @21#! are less than 10210 for
the short-range regime and less than 1024 for the intermedi-
ate regime. The fact that sign series behave similarly to
series may indicate that in many cases only the direction
an increment is of import, and not the magnitude. We fi
that our results are robust and do not change significantly
the second rest-exercise episode~Table I!.

To illustrate the importance of considering separately r
and exercise episodes, we perform our analysis also on
entire IPI records which include rest and exercise episo
altogether@Fig. 1~b!#. We find indeed that the scaling of th
whole record reflects neither the correlation properties
rest, nor of exercise~see Table I!.
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ng

FIG. 3. Short-range scaling exponentsa1 from 21 healthy indi-
viduals ~a! for the original IPI series and~b! for the sign series at
rest (d) and during exercise (s). At the right hand side we show
the averagea16 standard deviation. In accordance with Fig. 2, t
short-range exponents during exercise are significantly smaller
during rest. Note the complete separation of the two stages, em
sized by the dashed lines.
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The significant differences between the values ofa1 ~Fig.
3! and the different crossover patterns for rest and exer
stages~Fig. 2! may offer insight on the underlying phys
ological mechanism controling the heartbeat dynamics.
heart rhythm is regulated mainly by the parasympath
~PS! and the sympathetic~SM! branches of the autonomi
nervous systems@22#. PS impulses slow the heart rate whi
SM impulses accelerate it. The interaction between these
branches is reflected by the time organization of the IPI
ries @Fig. 1~b!#.

In a recent work Ivanovet al. @23# proposed a genera
approach based on the concept of stochastic feedback t
count for the complex time organization in biologic
rhythms. In this framework the time evolution of a phys
ologic system, e.g., the heartbeat dynamics, can be re
sented by a random walk biased toward some preferred
tracting’’ levels. Both the SM and PS systems controlling t
heart rhythm generate attracting levels which bias the wa
~modelling the interbeat interval series! in opposite direc-
tions leading to complex heartrate fluctuations. Althou
these attracting levels change in time, according to the
sponse of the intrinsic physiological mechanism, they c
vary in a limited range only, thus keeping the walker aw
from extreme values.

Based on this general approach we suggest an intu
schematic scenario that might contribute to a better un
standing of different crossover patterns of the IPI fluctuatio
for rest and exercise~Fig. 2!. At rest both the SM and PS
systems are active, and each of them attracts the walke
ward its own level@Fig. 4~a!#. When the walker is betwee
the two attracting levels, each level imposes a bias in
opposite direction, practically canceling the effect of one
other. Thus the walker is free to move in both directions u
he crosses any of the two levels after which he is pul
back. This picture reproduces the crossover in the sca
behavior~Fig. 2! from a larger value of the correlation ex
ponent at short scales, where the fluctuations of the wa
are not bounded, to a lower value of the exponent at la
time scales, where the dynamics of the walker is limited
the SM and PS attracting levels.

During exercise the SM system dominates@25#, and the
dynamics can be described effectively by a single attrac
level @Fig. 4~b!#. In this case the walker fluctuates arou

TABLE I. Comparison of scaling exponentsa1 anda2 between
rest stages, exercise stages, and whole records that include re
exercise episodes all together. For each stage the average s
exponent6 standard deviations are shown.

Original IPI series Sign of IPI increments
a1 a2 a1 a2

Rest 1 1.4260.35 0.7860.16 0.4760.19 0.1760.11
Rest 2 1.4360.30 0.7560.17 0.3860.26 0.1560.12
Ex. 1 20.0460.26 1.0760.18 20.1760.05 0.4160.09
Ex. 2 20.1460.17 1.1160.16 20.2160.06 0.4160.1
Whole 1.2160.25 0.9160.12 0.2360.15 0.2260.07
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this level producing an anticorrelated behavior at short-ti
scales. However, since the attracting level changes with t
and since the walker follows these changes, the fluctuat
in the walk increase at intermediate time scales, causin
crossover to a more correlated behavior~Fig. 2!.

This schematic scenario may also provide a qualitat
explanation of the remarkable differences in the amplitude
fluctuations at rest and during exercise@see Fig. 1~b!#. When
the walker is between the two attracting levels no total fo
is acting at him, thus he has a finite probability to go seve
steps in the same direction@Fig. 4~c!#. On the other hand, for
the case of a single attracting level, there is a strong c
straint forcing the walker to change his direction@Fig. 4~d!#.
That is why at rest when both levels are active the fluct
tions are larger compared to exercise when there is a si
dominant attracting level.

Our findings can be supported by other studies, comp
ing the heartbeat dynamics of healthy people and conges
heart failure patients. For heart failure patients there are
dences of a reduced vagal tone~PS activity! @26#, resembling
the state of the autonomic nervous system under phys
exercise when SM system dominates. Indeed, heart fai
patients possess decreased variability of heartbeat fluc
tions compared to normal conditions@27# and a similar
crossover pattern, but with different scaling exponents@8#.

In summary, we study correlations in heartbeat fluctu
tions and show significant differences in scaling patterns
tween rest and exercise. We also suggest a schematic
nario in an effort to provide an intuitive explanation of o
results from physiological point of view. Although thi

and
ling

FIG. 4. Schematic illustration of a random walk with~a! two
different levels of attraction and~b! a single attraction level, and
their sign decomposition~c! and~d!. ~a! At rest the combined effec
of the upper level@representing the parasympathetic~PS! system#
and the lower level@sympathetic~SM! system# @24# does not restrict
the walker’s fluctuations as long as the walker is between the
attracting levels. But whenever the walker crosses any of them
is immidiately pulled back.~b! On the other hand, during exercis
the walker attracted by a single SM level cannot get far away fr
the attractor, resulting in smaller fluctuations compared to rest.
sign series for the two attractive levels presented in~c! is more
likely to cluster than the series for a single level scenario prese
in ~d! @compare with sign dynamics for rest and exercise shown
Fig. 1~c! and Fig. 1~d!#.
2-3
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speculative scenario should not be treated as a real m
coming to explain all the complexity of heartbeat dynami
we believe it may contribute to a better understanding of
mechanism underlying heartbeat fluctuations.
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